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Initial “Killer apps”
Cloud virtualization

•
•

Create separate virtual networks for tenants
Allow flexible placement and movement of VMs

WAN traffic engineering

•
•

Drive utilization to near 100% when possible
Protect critical traffic from congestion

Key characteristics of the above

•
•

Special-purpose deployments with less diverse hardware
Existing solutions aren’t just annoying, they don’t work!

Range of new apps in research
Environments

•
•
•
•

Mobility
Control of wireless infrastructure
Performance optimization
...

Infrastructure / “northbound APIs”

•
•
•
•

Programming languages
APIs to assist policy-compliant updates
Verification
...

B4 key design decisions
[Jain et al., SIGCOMM 2013]
Separate hardware from software
B4 routers custom-built from merchant silicon
Drive links to 100% utilization
Centralized traffic engineering

Vs. Semi-Distributed TE
What aspects of B4 would have been difficult with
MPLS-based TE such as TeXCP?

What aspects of B4 are similar to TeXCP?

Small group discussion

1 How does B4 scale?
•

Subsecond centralized scheduling of more traffic than
Google’s public WAN serves!

2 What does B4 assume about network’s traffic?
•
•

In what environments would these assumptions be
violated?
In what other environments would they be valid?
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Figure �: B� architecture overview.

stance of Paxos [�] elects one of multiple available so�ware replicas
(placed on di�erent physical servers) as the primary instance.
�e global layer consists of logically centralized applications (e.g.
an SDN Gateway and a central TE server) that enable the central
control of the entire network via the site-level NCAs. �e SDN Gateway abstracts details of OpenFlow and switch hardware from the
central TE server. We replicate global layer applications across mul-
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Leverage application classi�cation and priority for scheduling in cooperation with edge rate
limiting.
Tra�c engineering with traditional distributed routing protocols (e.g. link-state) is known
to be sub-optimal [��, ��] except in special cases [��].
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stance of Paxos [�] elects one of multiple available so�ware replicas
(placed on di�erent physical servers) as the primary instance.
�e global layer consists of logically centralized applications (e.g.
an SDN Gateway and a central TE server) that enable the central
control of the entire network via the site-level NCAs. �e SDN Gateway abstracts details of OpenFlow and switch hardware from the
central TE server. We replicate global layer applications across multiple WAN sites with separate leader election to set the primary.
Each server cluster in our network is a logical “Autonomous System” (AS) with a set of IP pre�xes. Each cluster contains a set of BGP
routers (not shown in Fig. �) that peer with B� switches at each WAN
site. Even before introducing SDN, we ran B� as a single AS providing transit among clusters running traditional BGP/ISIS network
protocols. We chose BGP because of its isolation properties between
domains and operator familiarity with the protocol. �e SDN-based
B� then had to support existing distributed routing protocols, both
for interoperability with our non-SDN WAN implementation, and
to enable a gradual rollout.
We considered a number of options for integrating existing routing protocols with centralized tra�c engineering. In an aggressive
approach, we would have built one integrated, centralized service
combining routing (e.g., ISIS functionality) and tra�c engineering.
We instead chose to deploy routing and tra�c engineering as independent services, with the standard routing service deployed initially and central TE subsequently deployed as an overlay. �is sep-
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Figure �: B� worldwide deployment (����).

not a panacea; we summarize our experience with a large-scale B�
outage, pointing to challenges in both SDN and large-scale network
management. While our approach does not generalize to all WANs
or SDNs, we hope that our experience will inform future design in
both domains.
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not a panacea; we summarize our experience with a large-scale B�
outage, pointing to challenges in both SDN and large-scale network
management. While our approach does not generalize to all WANs
or SDNs, we hope that our experience will inform future design in
both domains.

switch bu�ers, hashing imperfections and inherent tra�c burstiness. Our low priority tra�c tolerates loss by throttling transmission rate to available capacity at the application level.

What assumptions about traﬃc?
Design makes what assumption about traffic to
approach 100% utilization on some links?

•
•

High priority traffic is in the minority
Elastic traffic is the majority (backups, offline data
(a)
analytics, ...)
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What assumptions about traﬃc?
Design makes what assumption about traffic to
approach 100% utilization on some links?

•
•

High priority traffic is in the minority
Elastic traffic is the majority (backups, offline data
analytics, ...)

When would that assumption be violated?

•

Google’s user-facing wide area network

